Greens Activity Sheet

Word search

N U T R I T I O N A L U D Y N
C O L L A R D S G P L E R M N
S S N E E R G D R A T S U M Q
F A L B X F Z S B P R O L U N
C U L N Q T P D E N P D G Y X
F D R A H C S S I W S M E B E
M G A T D R O Y N Q L O D N Z

Collards
Garden
Mustard Greens
Nutritional
Salad
Swiss Chard
Yummy

Identify the Type of Green!

Take a Guess!

What is the average height of a chard plant?

| 16 inches tall! |

Chard | Collard Greens | Mustard Greens |
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